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We present experimental results on supercontinuum generation in a highly birefringent
microstructured fiber. We show that such a fiber offers clear advantages for continuum generation
over weakly birefringent fibers. In particular, the polarization is preserved along the fiber for all the
spectral components. Furthermore, the two eigenpolarizations exhibit different dispersion
characteristics, which provide a convenient way of tuning the properties of the generated continuum.
We investigate the impact of the pump wavelength and pulse duration on the continuum and use
the results to generate an ultrabroadband continuum extending from 400 to 1750 nm. © 2003
American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1565679#
The recent introduction of optically highly nonlinear mi-
crostructured fibers ~MFs! has enabled efficient generation of
coherent supercontinuum radiation.1 Such broadband radia-
tion has already found several applications, e.g., in the fields
of optical metrology,2 sensor technology,3 and optical
tomography.4 Keen interest has also been directed to under-
standing the physical mechanisms leading to the generation
of the supercontinuum ~SC! in MFs.5–10 It has been learned
that the spectral properties of the SC critically depend on
both the characteristics of the MF and the parameters of the
pump pulses, i.e., wavelength, polarization, and pulse width.
For short pump pulses on the order of tens of femtoseconds,
the input pulse breaks up into multiple solitons. Soliton self-
frequency shift with simultaneous emission of blueshifted
dispersive waves subsequently leads to the formation of the
continuum.6,7,10 In the previous studies, the experiments have
been performed using weakly birefringent fibers. In this let-
ter, we report on supercontinuum generation in highly bire-
fringent fibers. The main advantage with these fibers is in the
preservation of the state of polarization of the field propagat-
ing in the fiber.11 For several applications, it is essential that
the output has a well-defined polarization. In addition, the
preserved polarization enhances the nonlinear interactions so
that less power is required to generate the SC. Furthermore,
the possibility to simultaneously generate two continua with
orthogonal polarizations allows for an extra degree of free-
dom in tuning the properties of the SC.
In this work, we investigate the effects of pump laser
wavelength, polarization, and pulse width on the SC gener-
ated in a highly birefringent MF. The experimental results
and the analysis provide useful information that helps to op-
timize and tune the properties of the supercontinuum source.
The SC is generated by launching a train of ultrashort
pulses from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser ~Spectra
Physics/Tsunami! into a highly birefringent microstructured
fiber ~Crystal Fibre A/S!. The laser produces linearly polar-
ized femtosecond pulses at a repetition rate of 80
3106 pps. A half-wave plate is used to vary the input polar-
ization of the light pulses launched into the 5-m-long MF
with an elliptical core of dimensions 1.532.4 mm2 and a
mode-field area of 2.3 mm2. The strong ellipticity of the core
induces high birefringence, resulting in the preservation of
the state of polarization of the pulses traveling in the fiber.
The group delay ~GD! and dispersion profiles of both the fast
and slow principal axes of polarization of the fiber are shown
in Fig. 1.12 The dispersion of the fast ~slow! axis is anoma-
lous above the zero-dispersion wavelength ~ZDW! of 635
~675! nm. The coupling efficiency into the fiber was 20%–
30%. In the experiments we observe light at the output only
in the fundamental mode, although theoretically the fiber
should transmit at least three modes. The spectra at the out-
put of the fiber were recorded with an optical spectrum ana-
lyzer ~Ando 6315A! using a measurement bandwidth of 10
nm. The average output power Pav of the fiber was measured
with a calibrated calorimeter.
The pump laser was tuned to the wavelengths 728, 771,
and 810 nm. In each case, the input pulse duration TFWHM
a!Electronic mail: mikko.lehtonen@hut.fi
FIG. 1. Group delay ~GD! and dispersion (D) of the microstructured fiber
as a function of wavelength. Inset: microscope image of the microstructured
fiber. ~See Ref. 12!.
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and Pav were kept constant using a variable aperture, and the
polarization of the input pulses was adjusted to match with
the direction of the fast polarization axis of the fiber. The
resulting spectra are shown in Fig. 2.
For a pump wavelength lpump located in the anomalous
dispersion region, the extension of the continuum into the
infrared is due to the initial breakup of the pulse into mul-
tiple solitons followed by a soliton self-frequency shift
~SSFS!. A simple model shows that the magnitude of the
shift is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the
width of the soliton pulse.13 When the pump wavelength is
tuned away from the ZDW, further into the anomalous re-
gion, the temporal broadening of the multiple solitons is re-
duced due to the smaller cumulative dispersion. This results
in an enhancement of the shift and the continuum extends
further into the infrared. The bandwidth of the SC is limited
by the strong OH absorption of the fiber at 1.4 mm, as is
observed in Fig. 2~b! for the pump wavelength of 771 nm.
When the pump wavelength is increased from 771 to 810
nm, the solitons are attenuated less in the process of the
SSFS, and some energy is seen to shift beyond 1.4 mm.
The extension of the continuum to the blue results from
the perturbation of the multiple solitons by higher-order
dispersion.6 As the blue spectral components are matched in
their group velocity with the redshifted solitons, the genera-
tion of the blue end of the continuum depends both on the
pump wavelength and the dispersion profile of the fiber. In
particular, the further the pump is located away from the
ZDW, the further the continuum extends to the blue. This is
clearly observed in Fig. 2. The gap appearing in the spectrum
is determined by the GD profile of the fiber and the pump
wavelength.10 When the pump is located close to the ZDW,
the width of the gap becomes reduced. The magnitude of the
gap is additionally decreased due to four-wave mixing. When
the pump laser is tuned to longer wavelengths, the spectral
separation between the solitons and the blueshifted radiation
becomes larger. This reduces the four-wave-mixing gain and
causes the gap to become deeper.
The effect of the polarization of the input light on the
generation of the continuum was investigated at the pump
wavelength tuned to 732 nm keeping Pav and TFWHM at a
constant value. The SC spectra for input polarization along
the fast and slow axes are presented in Figs. 3~a! and 3~c!,
respectively. Figure 3~b! shows the resulting continuum for
the input polarization set to an angle of f545° with respect
to the slow axis.
When the linear polarization of the input beam matches
with the direction of one of the polarization axes, the gener-
ated spectral components are found to have the same polar-
ization as the input light. When the polarization is set to
match with the direction of the fast axis, the bandwidth of
the SC is observed to be broadest and the depth and width of
the gap formed around the ZDW is large. Setting the polar-
ization to match the direction of the slow axis reduces the
bandwidth of the continuum as well as the gap. These obser-
vations can be explained by considering the difference in the
ZDW for the two eigenpolarizations.
The pulses travel at different group velocities for the two
polarizations. The minimum walk-off length can be esti-
mated to be 6 mm for 200 fs pulses. In other words, after 6
mm of propagation, the orthogonally polarized pulses do not
interact with each other any longer. Since the SC generation
takes place in much longer lengths of fiber, this implies that
the contribution of cross-polarization effects is negligible.
For Fig. 3~b!, the spectrum is a linear combination of two
continua generated separately along the two principal axes of
polarization in the fiber. These continua are generated with
half of the total input power, which explains the decrease of
the bandwidth in the measured spectrum.
We also investigated the impact of the duration of the
input pulse on the SC. This was carried out by maintaining
the average input power constant but altering the pulse width
by adjusting a prism pair in the laser cavity. In this way, the
energy of the laser pulses remains constant. The polarization
was set to match with the direction of the fast axis. The
spectra recorded at the output of the fiber for three different
input pulse durations are shown in Fig. 4.
The formation of the continuum results from the breakup
of the input pulse into multiple solitons due to Raman
scattering.10 The number of the generated solitons is gov-
erned by the soliton order defined as14
N5AgPpub2u
TFWHM
1.665 , ~1!
where g is the nonlinear coefficient of the fiber (g
5100 W21 km21), Pp the input peak power, TFWHM the in-
FIG. 2. Effect of pump wavelength on supercontinuum generation: ~a!
lpump5728 nm, ~b! lpump5771 nm, and ~c! lpump5810 nm; Pav535 mW
and TFWHM5250 fs.
FIG. 3. Effect of input polarization on supercontinuum generation: ~a! f
50° ~slow axis!, ~b! f545°, and ~c! f590° ~fast axis!; Pav556 mW and
TFWHM5200 fs.
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put pulse duration, and b2 the dispersion coefficient of the
fiber (b2523.63310223 s/m2). Note that by keeping the
pulse energy constant and varying its duration, N varies as
ATFWHM. Figure 4~a! shows the output spectrum for a pulse
duration of 300 fs. This corresponds to a soliton order of N
515 resulting in the breakup of the pulse into 15 solitons
with different amplitudes and durations.15 The center wave-
lengths of these solitons are redshifted due to the SSFS.
When TFWHM is reduced to 100 fs, the value of the N
parameter is reduced to 9 and the solitons become more
clearly separated in the spectrum @Fig. 4~b!#. By further de-
creasing the pulse duration to 70 fs the N value is lowered to
7. In combination with the long fiber length, this value is low
enough to completely distinguish the solitons in the
spectrum10 @Fig. 4~c!#. Note that the blue spectral compo-
nents are also more clearly separated in this case. This is a
consequence of the coupling between the solitons and the
blueshifted components.
To achieve an ultrabroadband continuum, we coupled
100 fs pulses at 798 nm wavelength and with ;140 mW
average power into the MF. The polarization of the input
light was adjusted to be along the direction of the fast axis.
This allowed for maximizing the bandwidth of the con-
tinuum while keeping the size of the gap formed around the
ZDW at an acceptable level. With these parameters, a SC
spanning from 400 to 1750 nm could be generated, as illus-
trated in Fig. 5.
It should be possible to further increase the bandwidth of
the SC by reducing the OH content of the fiber in the manu-
facturing process. Furthermore, since the value of the higher-
order dispersion terms determines the center wavelengths of
the solitons, small values should increase the magnitude of
the SSFS and thereby the bandwidth of the SC. Tuning the
pump wavelength closer to the ZDW reduces the amplitude
variations of the spectrum but decreases the bandwidth of the
SC.
Highly birefringent microstructured fibers provide sev-
eral advantages for supercontinuum generation. In particular,
all the spectral components exhibit the same linear polariza-
tion and we have also found that the power required to gen-
erate the continuum is reduced compared to utilizing conven-
tional microstructured fibers. In addition, the fiber allows for
simultaneous generation of two different continua due to the
large difference in group delay for the two polarization di-
rections.
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emy of Finland. Crystal Fibre A/S and NKT Research are
thanked for their generous loan of the fiber.
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FIG. 4. Effect of input pulse duration on supercontinuum generation: ~a!
TFWHM5300 fs, ~b! TFWHM5100 fs, and ~c! TFWHM570 fs; Pav538 mW
and lpump5790 nm.
FIG. 5. Ultrabroadband supercontinuum generated in a highly birefringent
microstructured fiber.
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